
 
 

Moscow exchange 
New products, new clients, diversification  
 
 Moscow Exchange (MOEX) was among the top performers on 

the Russian market in 2016. Moscow Exchange Group benefited from 

increased FX market volatility, growing money, bond and derivative markets, 
infrastructure upgrades and new product developments, as well as from elevated 
interest rates during 2014-2016. The ruble depreciation in 2014 and the collapse 
in oil prices were the main external drivers for the Group’s performance, apart 
from infrastructure upgrades.  The Group posted a four-year CAGR 2012-16 of 
23.1% for trading volumes, 19.2% for operating income, 6.8% for operating 
expenses, and 32.4% for net income. Being one of the most diversified 
exchanges globally, Moscow Exchange benefits from the chance to catch growth 
opportunities in each market segment. 

 New environment assumes new drivers for the financial and 
operational performance of MOEX.  During 2016, the normalization of 

the trading volumes on money and currency markets after the period of high 
volatility during 2014/15, as well as the reduction of interest income, resulted in 
net income declining by 9.6% YoY in 2016. Further reduction in the Central 
Bank’s key rate and low volatility in ruble exchange rate, as well as stabilization in 
the oil price, will further squeeze the company’s margins. The Group is planning 
to develop new products, with the aim of attracting new clients among both 
foreign and domestic retail investors by simplifying market access for them, to 
benefit from diversification in the new market environment.  

 Recent MOEX share performance reflects expectations of 
interest income decline and modest trading volumes. The stock 

has fallen 17.3% YTD, following 37.4% growth in 2016. MOEX stock 
underperformed its peer group due to a stronger ruble and lower volatility. Based 
on our forecast, the stock trades with 30-34% discount to the sector P/E’17-19 
ratio. We expect flat operating income at only 0.5% five-year CAGR in 2017-21, 
and EBITDA to decline at 1.6% five-year CAGR. Our DCF-based share 12-month 
target price is RUB105.8. We expect an increase in the dividend payout ratio to 
75% of net income and rather flat dividend per share. The stock is a liquid, good 
quality play that may perform in line with the market, in our view. We initiate 
coverage of MOEX with HOLD rating, based on our conservative trading volume 
and earnings forecasts.  
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Description:  

Moscow Exchange Group provides a unique 
platform for the Russian financial markets, 
including vertically-integrated infrastructure 
from pre-trading to the trading platform and 
post-trade services. Moscow Exchange 
integrates equities, bonds, derivatives, FX, 
commodities and money markets. 

 
*as of 08/06/2017 

Figure 1: Price performance since 2013  Figure 2: Price performance – YTD 

 
 

Source: ThomsonReuters  Source: ThomsonReuters, as of 8-Jun-2017 
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Moscow Exchange (MOEX, the Group) is Russia’s largest financial market infrastructure platform, 

ranked #22 based on the market capitalization of traded stocks globally in April 2017 (WFE). The 

Russian economy, ranked #13 globally on a GDP basis by the World Bank in 2016, has the potential 

for financial market growth relative to other economies in terms of market capitalization to GDP. The 

significant upgrade of the Russian market infrastructure since 2012, when MICEX and RTS were 

merged into Moscow Exchange Group, has helped to ease access for foreign investors and domestic 

retail investors looking to trade Russian securities.  The main shareholder of Moscow Exchange, the 

Bank of Russia (Russia’s financial mega-regulator) oversees the development of many constituents of 

the Russian financial market via Moscow Exchange. That includes a new set of market regulations, 

the Central Depository, unification of clearing across tradable assets, Euroclear and Clearstream 

access for all asset classes in Russia, the corporate governance code, and listing reforms among 

others. The Group is one of the benchmark stocks on the Russian stock market, benefiting from its 

already proven story of good corporate execution and a diversified business model. 

There were several drivers behind Moscow Exchange’s financial and share-price performance during 

the past few years. The Russian market successfully navigated the period of high foreign exchange 

rate volatility, while the sanctions imposed against several Russian corporates in 2014 restricted fund 

raising activities on external capital markets. The High volatility resulted in growing trading volumes 

and supported the income stream from fees and commissions, while the growing balances of market 

participants contributed to the interest income received by the Group during the period of high key 

rates in 2014/15. 

The current market environment, with lower volatility and a decreasing key rate, is placing pressure on 

the income stream of MOEX and narrowing its margin.  

The MOEX investment case is solid once we focus on factors under the control of management: 

 Moscow Exchange provides a unique platform for the Russian financial markets, including 

vertically-integrated infrastructure from pre-trading to the trading platform and post-trade 

services oversight by the Bank of Russia (CBR). 

 Moscow Exchange has a diversified business model, which includes the infrastructure for all 

segments of the financial market: equities, FX, fixed income, commodities, derivatives, 

information services, and depository services.  The four-year CAGR reached 19% for 

operating income in 2012-16. 

 Moscow Exchange sets corporate governance standards and follows strict corporate 

governance procedures.  

 An almost debt-free cash-generating business, MOEX has a generous dividend policy with a  

55% payout threshold. The Group has approval a 2016 dividend payout of 69.4% of net 

profit. The dividend per share grew from RUB1.22 in 2012 to RUB7.68 in 2016. 

 Moscow Exchange has demonstrated fairly good operating cost control and reported solid 

financial performance over the last few years. OPEX grew with 6.8% CAGR in 2012-16, well 

below the inflation rate. 

 Moscow Exchange offers exposure to the performance of the Russian financial market, 

which, however, might be more stable than the market performance itself.  

 

 

 

Summary 
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On the other hand, MOEX is facing a number of challenges: 

- Although MOEX’s operating expenses have been growing below inflation in the past several 

years, the Group plans to increase operating expenses by at least 16.3% to RUB14.3bn in 

2017 due to higher DD&A, IT and personnel expenses. 

- Market volatility is modest and some trading segments are demonstrating a deceleration in 

trading volume growth. In 5M17, Securities market added +45% YoY volumes, Money 

market +24% YoY, FX market +6% YoY, Derivatives market -34% YoY. In total trading 

volumes rose by 6% YoY in January-May 2017. 

- The largest segments, generating most of the commission income for the Group, include the 

money market and bond market, which are demonstrating good dynamics; however, the FX 

market, driven by oil price dynamics and the exchange rate, looks saturated under the 

current market conditions. 

- The derivatives market reported robust growth in 2016. However, its trading volumes were 

down 38% on the back of low FX volatility. New products, which the Group is planning to 

develop in 2017-18, may generate additional activity in the segment.  

- Declining interest income due to cuts in the key rate by the Central Bank is likely to be the 

case for the next 2-3 years. The Central Bank targets a 6.5% key rate over the medium term, 

if not in the short term, down from 9.25% currently. The 2017 CPI target of 4% looks 

achievable based on latest data, as CPI was 4.1% CPI in May 2017.  

- Declining interest income and a possible deceleration of commission and fees, coupled with 

operating expenses, which are outpacing inflation this year, is putting pressure on the 

Group’s margin. 

- Once dividend policy is in place, we see some potential to increase the payout and maintain 

the dividend yield at 6.2-6.5% based on the current share price. 

The financial performance of MOEX stock reflects the expected decline in interest income and modest 

trading volumes. MOEX shares (down 17% YTD) have underperformed peers, reflecting a stronger 

ruble, as well as a declining key rate and normalized trading volumes. Based on our forecast, the 

stock trades with a 29% discount to the peer 2017 P/E.  

We expect flat operating income at only 0.5% five-year CAGR in 2017-21, and an EBITDA decline at 

1.6% five-year CAGR. The Group may increase the payout ratio to 75% to smooth the dividend yield 

for shareholders. Based on our dividend expectations, we derive DDM of RUB86 per share, assuming 

flat earnings projections. We initiate coverage of Moscow Exchange with a 12-month target price of 

RUB105.8 per share and a HOLD rating, based on our macro forecast, our view of the company’s 

strategy and positioning, and the Russian financial market developments we assume in our model. 

The stock is a liquid, good quality play that should help it to perform in line with the market, in our 

view. 
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Business overview 
 
The market infrastructure in Russia started to develop back in 1992 with the establishment of the 

Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange (MICEX). Another platform, later integrated into the Moscow 

Exchange, the Russian Trading System (RTS) was established in 1995. The key financial market 

infrastructure developments included the establishment of the National Settlement Depository (NSD) 

in 1997 and the National Clearing Centre (NCC) in 2006. In 2011, the merger of MICEX and RTS led 

to the creation of Moscow Exchange (MOEX) in its current format. Since 2011, the Central Bank of 

Russia (The Central Bank, or CBR), the financial market mega-regulator in Russia, initiated a number 

of infrastructure reform on the base of MOEX. That included the launch of CSD, the unification of 

clearing across tradable assets, new sets of market regulations and the new corporate governance 

code, listing reform, the launch of T+2 settlements on the Equity Market, and provisions of Euroclear 

and Clearstream access to all asset classes.  

The structure of the Group is presented below. It includes the MICEX and NAMEX exchanges, the 

Clearing Centre, depository and ETS in Kazahstan, as well as other financial companies and 

operations. 

Figure 3. Companies of Moscow Exchange Group 

Subsidiary Principal activity 
Stake, % 
(31/03/2017) 

Stake, % 
(31/12/2016) 

NCO CJSC National Settlement Depository (NSD) Depository, clearing and settlement services 99,997% 99,997% 
Bank National Clearing Centre (JSC) (former CJSC 
National Clearing Center) (NCC) Banking and clearing operations 100% 100% 
OJSC Evraziyskaia Trading System 
Commodity Exchange (ETS) Commodities exchange operations 60,82% 60,82% 

LLC MICEX Finance (MICEX Finance) Financial activities 100% 100% 

LLC MICEX Cyprus (MICEX Cyprus) Financial activities 100% 100% 

CJSC National Mercantile Exchange (NAMEX) Commodities exhange operations 65,08% 65,08% 

Source: Moscow Exchange 

The market capitalization of stocks listed Moscow Exchange is $608bn according to the WFA (April 

2017 data), that ranks Moscow Exchange number 22 among global exchanges, after the Singapore 

Stock Exchange. The Moscow Exchange is the largest venue in the CEE, and its closest peer in the 

Central and Eastern Europe, Warsaw Stock exchange has only a quarter of the market capitalization.  

Figure 4. Global exchanges ranked by market capitalization, $bn 

Source: WFE, April 2017 
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The Moscow Exchange is the smallest exchange among BRICS markets, which include the Shanghai 

Stock Exchange, BSE India, Johannesburg Stock Exchange, Shenzhen Stock Exchange, and BN&F 

BOVESPA. A number of factors have negatively affected the market performance, including the 

sanctions imposed against Russian companies, the sharp drop in oil prices (over 50% of Russian 

market capitalization was attributable to oil and gas companies) and the ruble depreciation. A 

comparison of the market capitalization to GDP ratio between Russia and other developing countries 

also provides grounds to assume the potential for further market development and expansion. 

Restrictive market conditions in Russia for the new placements during 2014-2016 played a negative 

role in the market’s development. The start of 2017, however, has been promising following the IPO of 

Detsky Mir ($356mn), the SPO of PhosAgro ($255mn), and the SPO of TMK ($174mn). There are 

other potential deals on the horizon for the market. 

Figure 5. Market capitalization of listed domestic companies (% of GDP), 2015 

 

Source: World Bank 

Comparing Moscow Exchange with other exchanges in terms of share velocity also demonstrates 

further potential for improvement, even compered to frontier markets. The participation of foreign 

investors and investments inflow in Russia essentially dropped after sanctions were imposed by the 

US and the EU. The performance of the stock market was, thus, not only affected by the downward 

trend in oil prices and the correction in the ruble exchange rate but also by foreign capital flows, which 

represented up to 80% of the free floats of publicly-traded companies in the mid-2000s. 
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Figure 6. Share turnover velocity 

 

 

Source: WFE, March 2017 

The revenue of MOEX is turnover-driven that cannot be fully controlled by the company. The value of 

trading volumes depends on the market capitalization and the velocity of the turnover, which are both 

driven by investor sentiment. At the same time, Moscow Exchange’s strategy for the last five years 

was to unveil the potential opportunities from improving infrastructure, investor access to the market 

and post-trading services. The list of achievements is impressive and has helped to place Moscow 

Exchange on a par with global peers: 

- The Central Bank of Russia became the financial market mega-regulator 

- New set of regulations were introduced to the market 

- Fully operational CSD launched 

- Clearing unified across tradable assets 

- Equity market passed to T-2. 

- Euroclear and Clearstream access provided to all asset classes 

- New corporate governance code and listing reforms implemented. 

Moscow Exchange now assumes the role of Russia’s main institution for trading execution, capturing 

the whole chain of services for retail and institutional investors. MOEX also engages in an educational 

role, organizing seminars for investors in cities across Russia. It is supportive for the listing of 

corporates, plays an essential role in risk management, market data, and multi-asset trading. Moscow 

Exchange provides settlement services, collateral management, clearing, risk netting, and OTC 

derivatives trading through the National Clearing Centre (NCC). The National Settlement Depositary 

provides CSD, settlement and depository, safekeeping, repository, and supports corporate actions.  
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Figure 7. List of products and services by market segment 

Market Trading volumes, RUB trn Products/Services 

Equities 

 

 

Listing 

Local and foreign 

shares, DRs 

International ETFs 

Fixed Income 

 

 

Government bonds 

Municipal bonds 

ABS, MBS 

Eurobonds 

Money market 

 
 

REPO with CCP 

including REPO 

with general 

collateral 

certificates 

REPO with CBR 

with and without 

collateral 

management 

Inter-dealer REPO 

Credit and deposit 

operations 

FX market 

 

 

Swap instruments 

Spot instruments 

(USD, EUR, CNY, 

HKD, GBP, CHF, 

and CIS 

currencies)  
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Derivatives 

 
 

Indexes 

FX 

Local and Foreign 

single stocks 

Commodities 

Interest rates 

 

Commodities  Spot and swap 

precious metals 

Grain market 

Sugar market 

Source: Company data 

 

In the two markets with the largest share of retail investors (Equities and Derivatives), the number of 

active investors has grown since 2013. The share of retail investors in Equities market trading 

volumes was 35%, and 43% in Derivatives market in 1Q17. In Fixed Income, FX, and Money markets 

the dominant participants are local banks and brokers’ prop trading. 

 

Figure 8. Trading volume breakdown by investor type in 

1Q17 

Figure 9. Number of active clients 

  

Source: Company data Source: Company data 

 

The post-trading infrastructure of the Moscow Exchange includes the Central Counterparty (CCP) and 

the Central Securities Depository (CSD).  
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- The National Clearing Centre (NCC) acts as CCP for all asset classes, and provides risk 

management. Since 2013, the NCC is the only CCP accredited by the CBR in Russia. The 

NCC’s local currency rating is BBB by Fitch, above the Russia’s sovereign rating. The NCC’s 

2017 target capital is RUB55.2bn. 

- The National Settlement Depository is the Central Securities Depository in Russia; it provides 

collateral management services for REPO transactions and links to Euroclear and 

Clearstream for Russian bonds and equities.  

 

Figure 10. NCC proprietary funds, 

RUB bn 

Figure 11. NSD proprietary capital, 

RUB bn 

Figure 12. NSD assets on deposit, 

RUB bn 

   

Source: Company data Source: Company data Source: Company data 

 
Value drivers 
 
The Moscow Exchange Group is a beneficiary of increasing economic activity, GDP growth and 

volatility. The two main income drivers are trading volumes that generate commissions and fees, and 

interest income, which depends on the key rate of the Central Bank of Russia. The diversification of 

Moscow Exchange’s business by market segment, including equities, money market, fixed income 

market, FX, derivatives and commodity markets, helps to maintain a growing profile of commission & 

fee income value despite declining interest income. 

Figure 13. MOEX fee and income, RUB mn Figure 14. MOEX fee & other income breakdown, 2016 

  

Source: Company data Source: Company data 
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1. Interest rates 

The key driver of Moscow Exchange’s operating income is the interest income (54% of total 2016 

income and 48% in 1Q17). The Group generates interest income by keeping the balances of market 

participants in banks. The dynamics of the balances depend on trading volumes. The average daily 

balances have been increasing since 2Q14, and normalized during 2016, after picking in 2015. Based 

on January-May 2017 data, the average daily balances of market participants were within a range of 

RUB735-928bn. The average daily balances represented 1.07% of the monthly trading volumes on 

the exchange over the last 12 months. Assuming no external shocks influences the financial market, 

we expect the daily market participant balances to fluctuate in line with trading volumes. The structure 

of the balances is also changing in favor of the euro, which results in lower interest received by the 

Group on those balances due to the lower euro rate implied as was seen in the 1Q17 results.  

Figure 15. Balances of market participants (mln RUB.), daily average 

Source: Company data 

The interest income of the company depends on the CBR key rate, and the decreasing key rate will 

negatively affect the income of MOEX.  

Figure 16. Balances of market participants, daily average, 

(LH Axis, RUBbn) and trading volumes (RH Axis, RUB trln) 

Figure 17. Average quarterly key interest rate of the 

Russian Central Bank, % 

 
 

Source: Company data Source: CBR, Hypothesis Research estimates 
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For the current year, we estimate an average interest rate of 9.2%, assuming 8.5% CBR key rate by 

the end of the year. Taking into account the CBR’s target of 4% inflation, we expect the Central 

Bank’s interest rate may be reduced over 2017-2019 to 6.5%, or below the current level of 9.25%. 

Such a development may affect the interest income of MOEX.  

At the same time, the turnover-based model of Moscow Exchange allows us to expect positive 

dynamics in trading volumes once an attractive interest rate level is supportive for growth in the 

Russian economy.   

Our analysis of the correlations between the trading volumes of Moscow Exchange, the RUB/USD 

exchange rate, the MICEX Index and the oil price (monthly data for the period January-2009 to April-

2017) shows that there is a positive correlation between the MICEX Index and trading volumes, 

particularly in the Derivatives and Money market segments. 

Figure 18. Correlation between trading volumes and key macro parameters, 01/2009-04/ 2017 

 

RUB/ 
USD 

MICEX 
Index 

Oil 
price 

Trading 
volume* FX  Securities  Derivatives 

Money 
market 

RUB/USD 1,00 
       MICEX Index 0,63 1,00 

      Oil price -0,79 -0,23 1,00 
     Trading volume* 0,85 0,70 -0,49 1,00 

    FX  0,89 0,60 -0,62 0,96 1,00 
   Securities  -0,18 0,33 0,25 0,02 -0,12 1,00 

  Derivatives 0,84 0,73 -0,46 0,88 0,85 0,07 1,00 
 Money market 0,68 0,66 -0,30 0,94 0,81 0,07 0,74 1,00 

Source: Hypothesis Research estimates 

The correlation seen over the longer period 2009-2017 has been changing over time. The Russian 

economy has passed through several periods of contrasting fortunes over the past eight years, 

including periods of high and low oil prices, and the periods before and after the sanctions were 

imposed.  

Figure 19. GDP (%, YoY) and Trading volume (YoY) dynamics 

Source: Moscow Exchange 

 

We breakdown the approximate division of the period 1Q09-4Q16 into four phases: contraction, 

slowdown, expansion and recovery, assuming roughly the phases of the cycle, based on GDP 

dynamics in constant prices. A representation of the trading volumes by market segment is presented 
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below. The trading history was affected by improving market infrastructure, changes in market 

regulations and the introduction of new products. 

Figure 20. Stock market trading volumes, RUB bn Figure 21. Bonds market trading volumes, RUB bn 

  

Figure 22. Money market trading volumes, RUB bn Figure 23. FX market trading volumes, RUB bn 

  

Figure 24. Derivatives market trading volumes, RUB bn Figure 25. Repo market trading volumes, RUB bn 

  

Source: Moscow exchange, Hypothesis Research Source: Moscow exchange, Hypothesis Research 
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Economic and political stability are the main positive factor for both local and foreign investors. Too 

many negative factors for the market, including sanctions, Russia’s involvement in military conflicts, a 

new political cycle, and the generally low confidence of both the population and business. 

2. Retail investors  

According to the Russian statistics committee, the total savings of the Russian population amounted 

to RUB27.7 trln ($485 bn), including RUB18.7trln in deposits ($327 bn), RUB4.6trln ($81 bn) in cash 

and RUB4.4 trln (16% of total savings, $778 bn) in securities as of 1 April 2017. Thus, RUB23 trln or 

$408 bn, is the target amount that could potentially come to the securities market. Targeting even 

10% of this amount would likely add essential liquidity to the Russian market, which reached 

RUB850bn in annual trading volumes in FY2016. 

Figure 26. Volume and structure of the Russian population savings as of beginning of the 

month (excluding foreign currencies savings), RUB bn 

 

Source: The Russian Statistics Committee 

There were a number of factors behind the low activity of the population in the market, including an 

insufficient level of financial education and low levels of trust. The outcomes of the ‘peoples IPOs’ 

(Rosneft and VTB) were ultimately not success stories, albeit they were affected by recessions and 

other factors. The successful placement of peoples’ Treasury Bonds for RUB9.8bn demonstrated the 

appetite of retail investors’ and brought new accounts to MOEX. 

Meanwhile, the number of individual investors on MOEX has been growing over the past three years, 

although, the overall number is still relatively low. There are several drivers behind the growth in the 

activity of individual investors: 

1) The introduction of individual investment accounts. In March 2017, the number of individual 

investment accounts reached 210, 000.  This is part of the total number of individual 

investors, which amount to 1.1mn. Holders of individual investment accounts benefit from tax 

allowances if they invest amounts to up to RUB 1mn for more than three years. Some 95% of 

deals conducted by individual investors are transacted via the stock market. 

2) The decrease in deposit interest rates at commercial banks closer to the inflation rate. 

3) The availability of a wider range of financial instruments for individual investors, including 

bonds, Eurobonds, and derivatives. 
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Moscow Exchange Group plans to develop its retail investor base. It cooperates with the Finance & 

Banking Technologies accelerator to attract and support the most promising projects in financial 

technologies, services and e-commerce. MOEX launched a competition “Innovations in Investing” to 

support projects which are complementary to its own technologies. The target is to simplify the access 

of retail investors to the market and to provide easy access for new money. 

3. New products launch  

The extension of the derivative product line is an important driver behind trading volumes, according 

to the Moscow Exchange management. The launch of USD/RUB futures was a successful example of 

a derivative product, which helped to attract more investors and increase trading volumes. A new 

futures instrument for Brent might be the next important product for Moscow Exchange if approved by 

the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). Approval of the CFTC registration 

application would permit access for US market participants. Further development of commodity 

derivatives was declared by MOEX. 

4. Bonds as a funding tool 

The development of short-term and ultra-short-term bonds was a recent development (end-2016) for 

the market. VTB registered a program for ultra-short debt instruments and has already placed a few 

issues. The simplification of bond market access for corporates is also a positive development that 

helps to offer more instruments for investors. The completion of reforms (T+1 for OFZs, tariffs report, 

large block auction, ICSDs) will also be helpful in improving the market attractiveness for participants. 

In January-April 2017, the bond market demonstrated robust 76% YoY growth. The bond market and 

the REPO with CCP (+55.7% YoY in 4M17) are the fastest growing segments of the Moscow 

Exchange. We believe that the bond segment still has potential.   

5. Tariff reform 

Moscow Exchange launched a new tariff plan, which should generate more commission for the 

Group. The new structure of tariffs may improve the revenue generation model of the Derivatives 

division. 

6. New listings and IPOs 

The Russian market has seen more IPO/SPO deals so far in 2017 than in 2015-2016. Since the 

beginning of the year, three deals (Detsky Mir IPO, PhosAgro SPO and TMK SPO) have been 

successfully completed and more are expected by the end of the year if the market conditions remain 

favorable. The large privatization program was always considered a driver of potential interest from 

investors. There are still several deals in the privatization pipeline, including Sovcomflot.  

7. International clearing membership 

Legal and technological preparations for the International clearing membership are scheduled for 

2017. The Group might receive membership in 2018. Membership will improve access to the market 

for the international players.  

8. Direct access of corporates to REPO with CCP  

The direct access for corporates to REPO with CCP in ‘net creditor’ mode is a positive development 

for the market that simplifies treasury operations for corporates.  

9.  Pension funds increasing allocation to shares and corporate bonds 

Since the reform of the pension system regulations in 2013, the investment horizon of non-state 

pension funds (NPFs) was extended to five years and the one-year non-loss rule was abolished.  

Non-state pension funds represented 62% of total assets of pension systems as of 30 September 

2016, with RUB3.1trln assets under management.  
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Figure 27. Pension assets in Russia, RUB trln Figure 28. Pension system asset allocation, 9M16 

  

Source: The Central Bank of Russia Source: The Central Bank of Russia 

 

10. Transfer from DRs to local shares 

According to the Moscow Exchange, expenses associated with the holding of DRs relative to local 

shares may represent a material amount, including depositary service fees ($0.004-0.030/DR), 

dividend fee ($0.02-0.03/DR), and DR cancellations fee ($0.05/DR). Depository service fee and 

dividend fees are to be paid by the DR holder to the depository bank. Another problem is the foreign 

exchange rate which is set for dividend payments. Investors may wish to exit DRs and enter local 

shares, potentially creating some additional volumes for the Group. 

There are large trends beyond these drivers, including sanctions against Russia, which, if lifted, would 

completely transform the investment case of the Russian companies, including Moscow Exchange. 

Another important trend is the sustainability of the economic growth and the prosperity of the Russian 

middle class, which have become poorer and less numerous since 2014.  

 

Financials 
 

Revenue forecast 

Our model is mostly based on macroeconomic parameters presented in the table below. In our 

forecast, we assume no big shocks for the market for the forecasting period until 2021. 

Figure 29. Macroeconomic parameters 

 
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 

GDP growth, % 4,3% 3,4% 1,3% 0,7% -2,7% -0,2% 1,9% 2,2% 2,4% 2,5% 2,5% 

Brent oil price, $/bbl 107,6 110,5 108,4 98,8 48,8 47,5 55,0 56,0 57,0 58,0 58,0 

USD/RUB, eop 32,2 30,4 32,7 56,3 72,9 60,7 60,0 60,0 60,0 60,0 60,0 

USD/RUB average 29,4 31,1 31,8 38,4 61,0 67,0 58,0 60,0 60,0 60,0 60,0 

CPI, eop 8,6% 6,6% 6,7% 11,2% 13,7% 6,0% 4,5% 4,0% 4,0% 4,0% 4,0% 

GDP, trln RUB 59,7 66,9 71,0 79,2 83,2 86,0 91,6 97,2 103,4 110,2 117,3 

Source: The Central Bank of Russia, Thomson Reuters, State Statistics Committee, Hypothesis Research 

 

Our operating income forecast for MOEX is presented below. We expect a relatively flat income 

stream, assuming no big political or economic events occur. 
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Figure 30. MOEX fee and interest income, RUB bn Figure 31. MOEX operating expense forecast, RUB bn 

  

Source: Moscow Exchange, Hypothesis Research Source: Moscow Exchange, Hypothesis Research 

We believe the growing trading volumes on Bonds and Derivatives market, as well as the relatively 

solid volumes in the Money market remain key drivers of the fee and commission business of MOEX. 

Trading volumes on derivatives market, FX and Money market depend very much on FX rate volatility, 

the oil price and the MICEX Index performance. At the same time, interest income will decrease as 

the Central Bank of Russia cuts the key rate (according to the guidance of the Central Bank 

Chairwoman Elvira Nabiullina, the target is to decrease from current rate of 9.25% to 6.5%). There are 

downside risks for MOEX on the revenues side if economic stagnation continues or in the event of a 

political shock.  

The capex requirements of Moscow Exchange Group are quite modest, following the upgrades 

completed in 2016. The large part of the capex is expenses on hardware upgrade, new IT architecture 

to add functionality, and software, all of which are US dollar-linked. In 2016, the Group reported peak 

capex of RUB3.6bn due to the launch of a new data center. The Group expects to keep capex within 

RUB2.5-3.0bn per year going forward.  

The operating expenses of the Group include mostly personnel expenses and administrative and 

other operating expenses. Since 2012, operating expenses have been growing slightly below CPI. 

The Group expects opex to grow by 17-19% in 2017 driven by higher D&A and IT maintenance costs 

after the new data center launch and an increased IT footprint. Personnel expenses are growing 

above the CPI rate due to bonuses and a new share-based compensation scheme.  

Figure 32. MOEX CAPEX, RUB bn per year Figure 33. MOEX EBITDA, RUB bn 

  

Source: Moscow Exchange Source: Moscow Exchange 
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Figure 34. Moscow Exchange consolidated statement of profit and loss 

RUBmn 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Fee and commission income 11407 12792 15586 17784 19798 21634 23615 24963 26414 27957 
Interest and other finance 
income 10343 11239 13990 27050 22731 18353 17975 16044 17268 16852 

Interest expense -43 -5 -531 -123 -119 -126 -134 -142 -152 -162 
Net loss on financial assets 
available-for-sale -651 -673 -1588 -281 1425 0 0 0 0 0 
Foreign exchange gains less 
losses 383 1194 2409 1439 -342 0 0 0 0 0 

Other operating income 107 59 529 121 75 60 59 53 57 55 

Operating Income 21547 24606 30394 45990 43567 39921 41515 40917 43587 44702 
Administrative and other 
operating expenses -4582 -5030 -4979 -5489 -6312 -7127 -7255 -7391 -7543 -7705 

Personnel expenses -4840 -4827 -5395 -5783 -5947 -7107 -7391 -7687 -7994 -8314 

Operating profit 12125 14749 20021 34718 31308 25687 26869 25839 28050 28683 
Interest expense in respect 
of written put option over 
own shares -1530 -200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Share of profits of associates 59 75 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Dividends received 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Profit before tax 10654 14624 20028 34719 31308 25687 26869 25839 28050 28683 

Income tax expense -2454 -3042 -4035 -6867 -6125 -5137 -5374 -5168 -5610 -5737 

Net profit 8200 11582 15993 27852 25183 20550 21495 20671 22440 22946 

attributable to 
          Equity holders of the parent 8208 11587 16042 27909 25183 20546 21491 20668 22436 22942 

Non-controlling interest -7 -5 -48 -57 5 4 4 4 4 4 
Basic earnings per share, 
rubles 3,9 5,2 7,2 12,5 11,2 9,0 9,4 9,1 9,8 10,1 

DPS, RUB 1,2 2,4 3,9 7,1 7,7 6,8 7,1 6,8 7,4 7,6 

Dividend payout 35% 47% 55% 58% 69% 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 

Source: Company data, Hypothesis Research 
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Figure 35. Moscow Exchange Balance sheet 

RUBmn 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Cash and cash equivalents      255 042      1 163 783         992 696         380 517         266 915         296 870         328 809         363 770         401 635    
Financial assets at fair value 
though profit or loss        16 200           11 442                   0                   0                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Due from financial 
institutions        28 959           39 828           44 404           63 843           74 044           78 637           83 673           89 114           94 910    
Central counterparty 
financial assets        47 009         139 610         518 509      1 733 264      1 514 899      1 885 989      1 859 054      2 058 337      2 150 171    

Investmets available-for-sale        74 252           80 950         167 472         218 496         228 329         237 462         246 960         256 839         267 112    

Investments in associates              93                 46                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Property and equipment         6 262            6 050            6 796            7 706            7 347            6 984            6 677            6 387            6 143    

Intangible assets        18 783           18 150           18 029           18 358           18 991           19 483           19 976           20 398           20 819    

Goodwill        16 071           15 971           15 971           15 971           15 971           15 971           15 971           15 971           15 971    

Current tax prepayments            211                 40               420                 52                 55                 59                 62                 66                 71    

Assets held for sale         2 724                  -                 123                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Deferred tax asset            187               173               115            1 777            1 851            1 920            1 992            2 067            2 146    

Other assets            673            1 462            1 782            1 954            2 079            2 208            2 349            2 502            2 665    

Total assets      466 465      1 477 505      1 766 318      2 441 938      2 130 481      2 545 584      2 565 524      2 815 452      2 961 643    

Liabilities          
Balances of market 
participants      322 251      1 231 999      1 119 098         574 590         476 748         514 822         555 929         600 329         648 282    
Central counterparty 
financial liabilities        47 009         139 610         518 509      1 733 264      1 514 899      1 885 989      1 859 054      2 058 337      2 150 171    
Distributions payable to 
holders of securities         3 671            6 353            6 138            2 952            3 085            3 209            3 337            3 470            3 609    
Margin account under 
reverse repo/loans payable              51                  -                 418                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Liabilities related to assets 
held for sale         5 865                  -                     1               991                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Deferred tax liability         3 824            4 016            5 017            3 166            3 308            3 440            3 578            3 721            3 870    

Current tax payables              76               737               384                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Other liabilities         1 925            2 943            3 142            3 592            3 822            4 059            4 319            4 599            4 898    

Total liabilities      384 670      1 385 658      1 652 708      2 318 554      2 001 862      2 411 519      2 426 216      2 670 457      2 810 831    

Equity          

Share capital         2 598            2 498            2 498            2 498            2 498            2 498            2 498            2 498            2 498    

Share premium        38 954           32 528           32 471           32 286           32 286           32 286           32 286           32 286           32 286    

Treasury shares -      10 194    -       3 365    -       2 922    -       2 272    -       2 272    -       2 272    -       2 272    -       2 272    -       2 272    
Foreign currency translation 
reserve                7    -            63    -            17    -            21                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Reserves relating to assets 
held for sale               -                    -      -            72                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Investment revaluation 
reserve -          281    -       1 328               901            1 111            1 160            1 207            1 255            1 305            1 358    

Share-based payments            368               437               505               413               432               449               467               486               505    

Retained earnings        49 999           60 736           79 991           89 178           94 315           99 689         104 857         110 467         116 203    
Total equity attributable to 
owners of the parent        81 452           91 443         113 356         123 192         128 420         133 857         139 091         144 770         150 578    

Non-controlling interest            343               404               254               191               199               208               216               225               234    
Total equity attributable to 
owners of the parent        81 794           91 847         113 610         123 384         128 619         134 065         139 307         144 995         150 812    

Total liabilities and equity      466 465      1 477 505      1 766 318      2 441 938      2 130 481      2 545 584      2 565 524      2 815 452      2 961 643    

Source: Company data, Hypothesis Research 
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Figure 36. Moscow Exchange cash flow statement 

RUBmn         2014            2015            2016            2017            2018            2019            2020            2021    

Cash flows from / used in 
operating activities                      -      

Profit before tax        20 028           34 719           31 308           25 687           26 869           25 839           28 050           28 683    

Adjustments for               -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Depreciation and amortisation charge         1 588            1 800            2 294            2 526            2 471            2 415            2 368            2 323    

Deferred commission income               -                 396    -            13                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Accrued expenses               -                   28                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Fair value adjustment on securities at 
fair value through profit or loss            369                 58                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Share-based payment expense            234               290               255               305               317               330               343               357    
Unrealized gain on foreign exchange 
operations -            54    -          208               152                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Share of profits of associates -              7    -              1                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Loss on disposal of investments 
available-for-sale         1 588               281    -       1 425                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Net change in interest accruals                3    -       2 540               764                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Net loss on disposal of property and 
equipment and intangible assets              26                 26                 10                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Gain from revaluation of previously 
held equity interest in the acquiree -            39                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Impairment of goodwill and other 
intangible assets            210                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Impairment of other assets              11                 19                   3                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Impairment related to assets held for 
sale               -                 106                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Bargain gain -            19                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Provision for onerous contracts            173                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Gain on disposal of non-current 
assets held for sale -          314                  -      -            52                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Due from financial institutions -       5 067           30 884    -      30 591    -      10 201    -       4 593    -       5 036    -       5 441    -       5 795    
Financial assets at fair value through 
profit or loss -          146           11 227                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Central counterparty financial 
liabilities -      92 601    -    378 900    - 1 214 755         218 365    -    371 091           26 935    

-    199 
283    -      91 834    

Other assets -          198    -          734    -          153    -          125    -          129    -          141    -          153    -          163    

Balances of market participants      588 494    -    330 347    -    429 490    -      97 842           38 074           41 107           44 401           47 953    
Central counterparty financial 
liabilities        92 601         378 900      1 214 755    -    218 365         371 091    -      26 935         199 283           91 834    
Distributions payable to holders of 
securities         2 682    -          215    -       3 186               133               123               128               133               139    

Margin account under reverse repo               -                 418    -          418                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      

Other liabilities            696    -            91               132               230               237               260               281               299    
Cash flow (used in) from operating 
activities before taxation       610 260    -    253 883    -    430 569    -      79 288           63 369           64 902           69 981           73 795    

Income tax paid -       2 753    -       7 101    -       8 721    -       5 137    -       5 374    -       5 168    -       5 610    -       5 737    
Cash flows (used in)/from operating 
activities      607 507    -    260 985    -    439 289    -      84 425           57 995           59 734           64 371           68 059    
Cash flows used in investing 
activities -       1 761    -      78 504    -      70 423    -      10 106    -       9 262    -       9 684    

-      10 
011    -      10 450    

Cash flows used in financing 
activities -       5 223    -       8 490    -      15 720    -      19 071    -      15 412    -      16 121    

-      15 
503    -      16 830    

Effect of changes in foreign exchange 
rates on cash and cash equivalents      306 199         175 992    -      85 848                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -      
Net (decrease)increase in cash and 
cash equivalents      906 723    -    171 986    -    611 281    -    113 602           33 320           33 929           38 857           40 779    

Cash and cash equivalents, BOP      257 061      1 163 783         991 797         380 517         266 915         300 235         334 164         373 021    

Cash and cash equivalents, EOP   1 163 783         991 797         380 517         266 915         300 235         334 164         373 021         413 800    

Source: Company data, Hypothesis Research 
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Valuation 
 
We used DCF to value MOEX shares. Our WACC estimate is 13.7% based on 1.0 beta and 6.5% 

basic equity risk premium, assuming no debt. The relatively stable fee and interest income model after 

the normalization of trading volumes and fee reform should give Moscow Exchange stable cash flow 

and dividends. We believe that the dividend policy might include up to a 75% dividend payout and 

thus bring around a 6.5% dividend yield to an investor based on the current share price. Our 12-

month target price is RUB105.8 per share. 

Figure 37. MOEX DCF model 

$mn 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

EBIT  25687 26869 25839 28050 28683 

Less taxation -5137 -5374 -5168 -5610 -5737 

Tax adjusted EBIT 20550 21495 20671 22440 22946 

Depreciation 2526 2471 2415 2368 2323 

Less: Capex -2800 -2600 -2600 -2500 -2500 

Unleveraged free cash flow 20276 21366 20486 22307 22770 

WACC 13,7% 
    Future cash flow growth rate 3,0% 
    Fair market capitalisation 241001 
    Number of shares, mn 2279 
    Fair value, RUB 105,8 
    Current share price, RUB 105,1 
    Upside (Downside) to fair value 1% 
    Source: Hypothesis Research estimates 

We rate the MOEX share HOLD with a 12-month price target of RUB105.8 per share. We believe that 

stabilization of trading volumes and cash flows during 2017 will bring more clarity on the future 

performance of MOEX stock. We expect margins in 2Q17 to narrow relative to 1Q17; however, trading 

volume dynamics may improve during the year. 

Assuming a flat operating income performance, we forecast flat margins for the company. The key 

driver for the stock may be the dividend yield. Our valuation, based on DDM, shows RUB86-92 range 

based on a cost of equity 13.7% for a 12-18 month target assuming 4% terminal growth rate.  

Comparable multiples show a 30-34% discount on P/E’17-19, based on consensus estimates 

(Thomson Reuters). 
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Figure 38. Comparable parameters of Financials sector 

 

MktCap, 
$mn 

P/E Fwd 
1Y 

P/E Fwd 
2Y 

P/E Fwd 
3Y YTD 

Dividend 
Yield 

Latest (%) ROE LTM 

EBITDA, 
% margin 

LTM 

Exchange 4186 10,9 10,6 10,0 -17,3 7,4 22,7 74,3 

Sberbank 60511 5,3 4,9 4,5 -11,8 3,9 19,5 52,2 

VTB 14694 12,4 9,9 7,2 -7,1 1,9 2,9 34,3 

TCS Bank Group 1180 7,8 7,1 5,8 19,5 0,0 
 

61,4 

Bank Sankt-Peterburg 519 4,2 3,3 2,8 -11,2 1,8 NULL 
 London Stock Exchange 15565 23,8 21,0 18,8 18,8 1,2 8,3 46,4 

Deutsche Boerse 20305 19,2 17,1 15,6 22,1 2,5 
  Euronext 3672 16,8 15,7 14,6 18,7 3,1 41,2 56,8 

BME  3004 16,9 16,6 16,0 13,8 5,6 
  Warsaw Stock Exchange 548 14,4 13,9 

 
21,5 4,4 17,6 59,6 

Singapore Exchange 5680 22,7 20,9 19,8 2,1 3,8 36,8 57,0 

HKEx 32268 37,4 35,0 33,5 11,5 2,1 20,2 68,3 

Bursa Malaysia 1346 25,9 24,9 23,5 20,9 3,2 24,7 57,4 

Bolsa Mexicana de Valores  1011 16,8 15,7 14,2 13,9 0,0 16,1 54,8 

BM&F Bovespa  11787 14,4 15,9 15,2 14,1 
 

6,1 49,6 

Average 
 

16,6 15,5 14,4 8,6 2,9 19,6 56,0 

Moscow Exchange discount 
 

-34% -31% -30% 
    Source: Thomson Reuters  
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Corporate governance  
 

Moscow Exchange Group has high standards of corporate governance. The Board consists of 12 

members, half of which are independent directors. Independent directors chair five of the six 

Supervisory Board Commissions. Ex-finance Minister Alexei Kudrin serves as Board Chairman. The 

CEO Alexander Afanasiev is the only Executive Director, and 11 of the 12 Board members being non-

executive. 

The company has one of the largest free floats on the Russian market, with 57.5% held by minority 

shareholders. The Central Bank of Russia owns 11.7% stake, Sberbank 10%, VEB 8.4%, and EBRD 

6.1%. Recently Oppenheimer Funds reported an increase of its holding in MOEX to 5.01%. The stake 

of 1.3% is owned by MICEX-Finance and represents an indirect treasure shares stake.  

MOEX shares are traded on Moscow Exchange. The average daily trading volume was RUB1.0bn, 

ranking it in ninth position among the most liquid shares listed on MOEX. 

 

Figure 39. MOEX dividend per share and payout ratio (%) Figure 40. MOEX shareholder structure 

 

 

Source: Company data Source: Company data 
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